Problem Statements

A problem statement is a simple statement about a problem that needs solving. It arises from a set of questions writers ask about the document you need to write and the audience who needs that document. It also provides preliminary information concerning the basic criteria that writers need to consider when developing solutions to a writing problem (or that others involved in developing something need to consider). 

In the case of technical documentation, that problem is:
	The audience need. It's a "problem" because your organization doesn't yet offer the needed information.

The document you need to write to solve the first problem. 

To write useful problem statements and begin planning your document, consider the basic journalistic questions: who, what, when, where, why, how, and to (or for) whom (or what). Each of these basic questions contain a multitude of sub-questions.

For example, here are some specifics to ask about who is your audience: 
	What is the reader's education? 

What are the reader's reading skills? 
What is the reader's professional experience? 
What is the reader's job responsibility? 
What are the reader's personal characteristics? 
What are the reader's personal preferences? 
What are the reader's cultural characteristics?

Under the "what" question, also consider your audience's attitude:
	What is the reader's attitude toward you? 

What is the reader's attitude toward the subject? 
What are the reader's expectations about the subject? 
What are the reader's expectations about the document?

Here's a "why" question:
	Why is the reader reading your document? 


Here's a "how" question:
	How will the reader read your document? 


Another question to consider:
	What is the physical environment in which the reader will read your document?


Sample problem statement:
"We need to design a fire alarm system that all family members can use in single-family residences. It must be able to detect fires at all locations, residents must be able to activate it from convenient locations themselves, and it must alert residents in all portions of the house. This system should reduce the cost of fire-insurance protection as well as provide security for the homeowner. A new housing development opening in 12 months is going to include this product in a list of options for homeowners to purchase when finishing their new home."

The author developed this statement by answering the following questions:
	Who: all family members
	What: fire alarm system
	When: in twelve months

Where: single family residences
	Why: to reduce the cost of fire insurance protection; to provide security
How: automatic activation; manual activation
	To (or for) whom (or what): new owner option list; new home construction

